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About This Game

Some say the old train station and hotel are a 'haunted hotspot', hidden away in the woods, forgotten by some, feared by others.
The old hallways and train platforms echo with the ghosts of many eras, all trapped within the very fabric of the place, each
hoping for salvation. The dusty old rooms seem possessed, exhibiting 'time slips' as the past becomes the present. You must

tread very carefully, or you too many join the Lost Souls forever. So, why are you here?

Amy Haven went missing 5 Years ago. On the anniversary of the child's disappearance you, the Police Inspector who failed to
find her, has returned to the Train Station and Hotel one last time. As you attempt to solve the mystery of Amy's disappearance

you must face the horrors of your past. Someone, or something, does not want you to solve the mystery, that much is clear.
Never turn your back on the darkness....for something hides there; something evil, unknowable and hungry.

Key features:

A stand-alone Dark Fall horror adventure.

Explore a derelict train station & hotel, abandoned since World War 2.

Experience 'timeslips' as the past becomes the present.

Communicate with ghosts, the Lost Souls, and attempt to free them from purgatory.

A hauntingly creepy score, to chill, alarm and horrify.
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Explore the memories of the dead, in their own ‘nightmares’.

Discover the true identity, and power behind, the Dark Fall itself.

Play twisted 'Party Games' including Blind Man's Buff and Statues.

Solve a modern urban mystery, 'What Happened To Amy Haven?'

Use a Ouijaboard to meet and communicate with ghosts.

Survive the night in a realistic, abandoned location full of danger!
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Title: Dark Fall: Lost Souls
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Darkling Room
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2010

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP(SP2/SP3) or Vista

Processor: Pentium® IV (or equivalent recommended)

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB DirectX® 9.0C Compatible 3D accelerated video card

DirectX®: DirectX® 9.0C

Sound: 16-bit DirectX® 9.0C Sound Card

Other Requirements: Mouse, Speakers

English
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It is particularly useful when studying electronics because its possible to build, test and monitor a circuit. I found it very user
friendly and I became familiar with how to build, delete and change the parameters of my circuit very quickly.. Very good RTS!
The unit voices are especially excellent!. i m a victim of positive reviews
its boring, annoying, cancerous

only fun is to see people want to trade %66 coupons while its on %90 discount. Wouldn´t be bad game if it wasn´t crashing
every 30 seconds. ♥♥♥♥ this♥♥♥♥♥♥. you just sit in the room you see in the picture cant do anything no controllers in game
just sit there bored, can download big screen beta for free and be sitting overlooking cities, in space, different planets, grand
canyon etc while using your desktop instead of not being able to do nothing. only cheap but defiently getting a refund.

Koishi is Really Cute

Tenshi Is smol

Tenshi x Shion is da Best
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One of the best loco for TS17! Highly recommend when you want something more complex than the default locos. It includes
cruise control, PZB90, realistic startup procedures, ... I recommend to all see the manual link on the product page.. I have
bought and finished every DLC of OoB so far, and I really enjoyed them all. But I have to say, that I feel this DLC is clearly the
worst unfortunately. I was looking forward to the late war advanced units, and they are nice, however the scenarios are a
constant repetition. I came up to the Huertgenwald scenario so far, and all but one scenarios are constant defensive. Don't get
me wrong, I am okay with one or two defense scenarios at a time, but sitting and waiting for endless enemy attacks in every
scenario is really boring. What is more, I hate that I can't play the Anzio scenario when I do brilliant victories all the time.
I hope the next campaigns are gonna be more diversified again (a soviet campaign would be appreciated!).. Sister DLC to
Guerrilla's Demons of the Badlands, only much, much worse. Strap in for the rant, ladies and gentlemen.

*

There are four included missions. The first has you playing as one of the bad guys shooting everything in the Marauder flyer
Darius pilots later in the original campaign. The environments and buildings are so obviously copy-pasted you start to think
you've gone in a circle, and everything's lined with explosives so you don't even get the satisfaction of destroying it yourself.
Cutscene and dialogue quality is decidedly sub-par.

Second mission gives you a tank, one of a whopping THREE original features to the DLC, but I suspect it's actually content cut
from the base game, because you can see destroyed versions of it scattered around at the beginning of the main campaign.
You go around smashing things, also very obviously recycled assets, but the cannon's decently fun to use. It drones on for WAY
too long, taking you on a magical mystery tour around the Terraformer that erases any sense of place in the world, contradicts
the main campaign and makes it feel like you're playing The Stanley Parable because it's so confusing. The closest thing to an
objective is "Kill the dudes" and a patronisingly easy sequence at the end where you shoot three things in order. Sometimes an
AI SUV drives off a cliff by itself and fails the mission for you.
Cutscene is hastily-arranged in-game footage and Sgt. Winters saying things we already know.

The third has you playing as Darius Mason again on foot, planting two "Orbital strike beacons" (Recycled assets from the base
game) to bring down an "Orbital strike" (Badly placed, pop-in recycled particle effects) on an enemy watch tower with a shield
on it. You then shoot them and they die.
In this sequence, you get the Shard Cannon, which rips chunks out of buildings and fires them as projectiles. It's a lot like the
Magnet Gun, but more direct and destructive. It has an annoyingly long cooldown and isn't really that effective, but it's
otherwise quite fun. You only get it for that mission. At the end, it's gone forever, does not appear on the next mission, in New
Game Plus or in Ruin or Infestation mode. Why is it there at all if it disappears into thin air afterwards?
Dialogue's really bad. S.A.M's lines barely keep the AI gag rolling, as she starts understanding figures of speech and using them
back.

Fourth mission is also Mason, and has you on your way back from the water purifier mission(?) in the main campaign fighting
cultists. You (somehow) now have the Sharpshooter, an absurdly powerful projectile weapon that fires nanite death arrows that
can oneshot half the enemies in the game. You kill some cultists, then some aliens, then the bad guy from the first mission, and
then it's over. The Sharpshooter, like the Shard Cannon, disappears after the mission. It doesn't even give you a reason this time.
You just walk back into Bastion and it's gone.
Not much dialogue, and not much cutscene, but if they were there they'd probably be bad.

*

It suffers from the same crashing issues the main game does - that is to say, it will often crash as you reach a checkpoint
WITHOUT saving your progress, so you either guess when they are and manually save out of fear or grit your teeth and suffer
doing everything twice.

No, man. Just no. When people said to get it on sale, I thought they were just being tight with money, but I would not
reccomend this for any price. It is a pure-and-simple cash grab using recycled buildings, bad scripting, bad compatability,
unmotivated voice acting, an incoherent story, two mission-locked weapons and adding absolutely nothing to the game as a
whole. I give Armageddon a pass overall, but this should never have been made.
The Path to War sent me on the warpath.. goodass deckbuilder. I really liked this game a lot. The price tag is alittle too high and
the controls are far from perfect but I loved the story and I really felt connected to the characters in a meaningful way. The
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music is also fantastic. I highly recommend this game.
. My two cents on New York Bus Sim and New York Taxi Sim both released at the same time, by the same devs. My immediate
thought was because of the price. Their intent was to make a couple\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665simulators and
that's exactly what they did. Any publicity, is good publicity right? Not really, but good job. As far as the games go, it's open
and shut. They are pure garbage, Controls are terrible, UI was done by a 12-year-old. The city or "New York" is clearly
European. Same goes for the cars\/assets and the THUMBNAIL doesn't even match you GAME NAME! Don't just take my
word for it, give it a watch. Thanks!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Q89nrLT7JBk. Fun game with an abundance of unique race styles.. pros

- good looking graphics
- puzzles and mini games are mostly enjoyable. they are not so easy or difficult
- intriguing and exciting story
- cool background musics
- hidden object elements are fun.
- well made cut scenes
- there is auto save
- there are steam achievements

cons

- there are some frustrating trial\/error puzzles. fortunately you can skip if you don't want to solve them.
- there is no travelling map
- main character's bad voice acting

this is an decent hog game. i quite enjoyed and recommended!. This is a neat little puzzle game with a cute, albeit very bizarre,
abstract art style. It uses the typical point-n-click mechanics and has a nice variety of puzzles to solve. One nit-pick thing worth
mentioning is that, while many of the puzzles are clever and tricky, others feel as though they're designed to be more time-
consuming than thought-provoking. Overall, though, it was quite enjoyable and I'll recommend it. Took me just under 4 hours to
complete with all achievements.
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